ADEDA & PowerStats in Brief
‐

ADEDA (Australian Diesel Engine Distributors Australia) works:
 To ensure that we steer the discussion with state and federal authorities as
our members desire
 With the compilation of industry statistics
 To continue to build ADEDA via our 'membership drive'

‐

PowerStats is an internet‐based system that makes it easy for Australian Diesel
Engine Distributors to enter their sales on a quarterly basis, and then view
statistical information on the Australian diesel engine and generator industry,
allowing members to make better informed business decisions

‐

ADEDA currently has 15 members participating and sharing market statistics. As
ADEDA grows with its members, it enables the whole industry to better understand
how large the Australian market actually is

‐

PowerStats is about sharing overall statistics on your industry in order to
understand its size – not sharing in‐depth sales data

Usability & Benefits
‐ ADEDA members report statistics in several different categories (industry, sub‐categories),
enabling members to analyse the market by different means. Once this data is reported, it can be
viewed immediately by all members
‐ ADEDA members have the possibility to track states sales allocation, and look at different points
in time, enabling ADEDA members to analyse development and assist in decision‐making. Any
graphs can have filters applied to them, so you can focus in on just the information that you need
(e.g. only engines between 300 and 1,000 kW in QLD and NSW only)
‐ All graphs can be exported to Excel for your further analysis, allowing integration with current
reporting systems
‐ Uploading data is very easy and takes only a few minutes using a standard Excel template used by
all companies
‐ Viewing reports only takes a few clicks, and printing/exporting to an Excel file only takes one click
‐ PowerStats utilises high security policies, and only the users have access to the system. The data
is not released to third parties
‐ PowerStats currently monitors the engine sales of 33 companies across Australasia, covering over
60 global engine brands

Disclaimer: this is a marketing presentation for demonstration purposes only.
This is not a full specification, or an offer of service. Terms and conditions apply. Usage subject to agreement.

